MAF LLC Tubular Supports
Thank you for purchasing your tubular support from MAF LLC. Your cover supports are fairly simple to install.
They only require the use of simple hand tools and a drill.
Note: The tubular supports REPLACE the factory bumpers. The MAF LLC Racing Supports are not crash rated.
The design is intended to keep the urethane covers from collapsing when being used during high speed
applications… (drag racing). Therefore, for obvious safety reasons, it is not recommended for these to be used on
“street cars” or “daily drivers”.
Front End Supports
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Disconnect all lights at the light sockets.
Remove the urethane front end cover by unbolting the cover from the body.
(Bolts are located inside the fenders and above to the Radiator core support on both sides).
(It’s advised to use a friend assist you in the removal of the cover to keep from chipping the paint).
With the cover removed, the bumper should be fully exposed.
For 90 on up mustangs skip to page 2 ….90-up section below. For older mustangs- (79-89). There will be a
large bolt, approx. 3” long that holds the bumper shocks to the inner frame. These 2 bolts need to be
removed. The shocks can then be pulled out. Note: shocks might require penetrating oil to aid in removal –
(BFH). Remember to reset the fuel pump inertia switch after hammering out the shocks from the
frame.
Hold up new support bumper and align top tubular bumper tube to the top of the hole where the factory
bumper slid into.
Use supplied ¼-20 bolts and drill a ¼” hole in the core support and bolt plates to the frame/core support.
Reinstall front end cover to check for proper clearance, HOLD INTO PLACE, do not tighten. Verify that
there is adequate clearance and the cover will properly install without stretching or being forced to fit.
At this time, you place a few small stitch welds to the frame where the frame is double plated on the
mounting plates or leave the bolts in if you don’t have a welder.
Reinstall front end cover and tighten all fasteners, reinstall all lighting connections.

79-89 Front support installed and Stitch Welded

85-86 turn signal bracket…not supplied

Front End Supports for 1990-04 Mustangs, continued
1.
2.
3.

Remove the 4 mounting bolts and remove the Factory Bumper with shocks.
Hold up new bumper support and tighten bolts.
Reinstall front end cover and tighten all fasteners, reinstall all lighting connections.

90-93

94 – Newer Mustang Cobra w/ Air to Air Intercooler

79-93 Rear Bumper Supports
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Remove the urethane rear end cover but unbolting the cover from the body.
With the cover removed, the bumper should be fully exposed. Note: (It’s advised to use a friend to help
assist you in the removal of the cover to keep from chipping the paint)
Lower the gas tank (if equipped). The tank needs to be dropped approx. 1ft.
Unbolt the rear bumper from the inner frame. There will be a large bolt, approx. 3” long that holds the
bumper shocks to the inner frame. These 2 bolts need to be removed. The shocks can then be pulled out.
*Note: shocks might require penetrating oil to aid in removal – (BFH).
*Remember to reset the fuel pump inertia switch after hammering out the shocks from the frame.
For a stock replacement, slide in new tube bumper into frame pockets until the tube hits the stops.
For a Parachute style or a support being used as a weight bar, its easier for you to cut and remove the 2
small stops that are located at the bottom of the frame rail. (A die grinder with a smaller cut-off wheel
works very well here.)

Rear Tab – Cut this if the Support needs to go deeper than stock or using a Parachute
7.

Temporarily re-install rear bumper cover into place and slide the bumper to desired length/fit.
*NOTE: You will have to cut the frame tab to slide the bumper in if you are using a parachute. A
good starting point is to push the bumper in all the way and measure out from the body 8” at the
center of the parachute, this will get you very close to where you need to be.

Donathen
Racing

Rear Installed with Parachute Option
Using a marker, mark the bumper tube where the bolts use to go in – both inside and outside of frame. At
this point you can either Bolt or Weld the Bumper in where it slides into the frame pockets.
9. Remove rear bumper cover and bumper and drill where you just marked the bumper.
10. Re-install bumper and bumper cover and re-install original bumper bolts back into the frame rail.
11. Tighten all fasteners, reinstall all lighting connections.
8.

99-04 Rear Bumper Installation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Remove the Painted Rear Bumper Cover – Flange nuts from inside the trunk and screws from the fenders
and plastic push pins from below.
Remove the Brackets that attach the factory “Wheel Impact Brakes”
Remove the rear bumper assembly.
Install the Tubular Bumper, Reuse the smaller bolts and use the two half inch bolts supplied.
Install the Painted Rear Bumper Cover by hand; do not tighten anything all the way.
Check for adequate clearance. If the cover is hitting the cover, contact MAF Racing, DO NOT
TIGHTEN SECURLY!
If the cover is not hitting or protruding out, fasten the cover securely.

Remove the Factory Bumper Cover and “Wheel Impact Brakes”

Installed Cover over Tubular Bumper

